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ABSTRACT

Analysis of vibroseis data shows that harmonic distortion
in the ground-force signal may exceed the primary distor-
tions in the hydraulic system. This can be explained by the
baseplate-ground contact nonlinearity created by the defor-
mations of the contact roughness. We separated the nonlin-
ear distortion generated in the hydraulics from that gener-
ated at the contact. We then formulated an inverse problem
for resolving the parameters of the nonlinear contact rigid-
ity, based on the equivalent model of the nonlinear source
and the comparison of predicted and observed harmonic
levels. The inverse problem was solved for models of bilin-
ear contact and the contact with the rigidity smoothly vary-
ing between two asymptotic values, using data obtained on
sandy soil. Rigidities changing between approximately
109 N/m in compression and 6 � 108 N/m in tension were
resolved from the inversion for both models, although the
smooth nonlinear-rigidity model is a better approximation.
The analysis shows the adequacy of the equivalent me-
chanical source model used for the description of nolinear
distortions in real soil-baseplate coupled systems.

INTRODUCTION

Understanding and control of an outgoing signal are important
or optimizing the vibrator performance and obtaining high-quality
eismic data �Allen, 1996; Allen et al., 1998; Ghose et al., 1998;
an der Veen et al., 1999; Lebedev and Malekhanov, 2003�. Con-
act nonlinearity in the soil-baseplate system can lead to distortions
n radiated signals and lags in crosscorrelations �Lebedev and Be-
esnev, 2004�, which negatively affect data quality. Although the
mportance of properly accounting for nonlinear contact phenom-
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na to improve seismic data quality is recognized �e.g., Jeffryes,
996; Ghose, 2003�, determinations of the parameters of nonlinear
tiffness of the ground, which could be used in source modeling,
ave been lacking. Our paper fills this gap by addressing the possi-
ility of describing baseplate-measured acceleration data by two
onlinear contact-rigidity models: the bimodular contact �Lebedev
nd Beresnev, 2004� and the hyperbolic contact. The rigidity pa-
ameters are obtained from these two models by the inversion of
easured data.
Nonlinear distortions of vibroseis signals arise from two mecha-

isms: hydraulic actuation and ground nonlinearity. For hydraulic
ibrators, the actuator force itself typically carries a significant
mount of harmonic distortion �e.g., Merritt, 1967�. The algorithm
esigned to resolve the harmonics created by the contact nonlinear-
ty must therefore be able to separate these two independent
ources of nonlinearity. In inverting the real data, the primary dis-
ortions from the hydraulic system must first be recognized and
hen used as input to the baseplate. Additional distortion created by
he nonlinear contact can then be resolved, from which the rigidity
arameters can be calculated.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce the two
odels of nolinear contact rigidity and explain a possible way of

eparating nonlinear distortions resulting from the hydraulic sys-
em and the contact area alone. Then, field data are described and a
ealistic form of the actuator force is determined. Next, we discuss
he algorithm of the inverse-problem solution, present the results
f synthetic tests, and invert real vibroseis data. Finally, we com-
are the results obtained for the bimodular and hyperbolic models.

MODEL FORMULATION — BIMODULAR AND
SMOOTH PROFILES OF CONTACT RIGIDITY

A microscopically rough surface at the contact between the
aseplate and the soil may result in an effective rigidity that varies
ith the load, leading to nonlinearity in the restoring force. The na-

ure of the contact nonlinearity could be illustrated as follows. Soil
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H26 Lebedev et al.
s a structurally inhomogeneous material that is in contact with the
aseplate along a rough, uneven surface. The vibrations of the
late lead to the consecutive openings and closures of the contact
oints, so that the total contact surface is changing constantly �So-
odov, 1998�. This leads to variations in an effective elastic modu-
us of the contact. Furthermore, the contact region is typically

uch softer than the other parts of the interacting bodies �the base-
late and the consolidated material below�; as a result, the defor-
ations in this intermediate region are large enough to change the

pectrum of radiation considerably. A model of such a contact and
ts effect on radiation were discussed by Lebedev and Beresnev
2004�.

In the equivalent scheme of the vibroseis source �Lerwill, 1981;
allas and Weber, 1982; Sallas, 1984; Safar, 1984�, this nonlinear-

ty can be accounted for by introducing a contact spring with the
igidity Kc = −dFc/dx �Lebedev and Beresnev, 2004�, where x

z2 − z3, Fc is the restoring force from the contact deformation,
nd z1, z2, and z3 are the displacements of the reaction mass, base-
late, and the ground beneath the plate, respectively �Figure 1�.
he system of equations governing the source then becomes �Leb-
dev and Beresnev, 2004�

Mr z̈1 + Da�ż1 − ż2� + Ka�z1 − z2� = − Fa�t� , �1a�

Mb z̈2 − Da�ż1 − ż2� − Ka�z1 − z2� − Fc = + Fa�t� , �1b�

Mg z̈3 + Dg ż3 + Kg z3 + Fc = 0, �1c�

here Mr is the reaction mass; Mb is the baseplate mass; Mg is the
aptured mass describing the inertia of soil particles near the base-

igure 1. An equivalent scheme to model the nonlinear oscillations
f the coupled ground-vibrator system. The scheme coincides with
hat used by Sallas �1984�, except for the element Kc, which de-
otes an additional spring corresponding to the nonlinear contact
igidity. The horizontal arrow shows the model of the contact. The
mall springs have various heights; some of them are activated by
ibrations. See text for other notations.
late; Da is the dashpot constant for the airbag suspension of the re-
ction mass, accounting for the corresponding losses; Dg is the
ashpot constant, accounting for the losses attributable to seismic
adiation; Ka is the actuator spring constant; Kg is the captured-
pring constant describing the elastic response of the soil beneath
he baseplate; and Fa�t� is the actuator force produced by the hy-
raulic system. Note that the use of the lumped parameters Mg,Dg,
nd Kg to describe the ground reaction is limited to low frequencies
t which the baseplate size is small compared to radiated wave-
engths �Gladwell, 1968�. Otherwise, a more general concept of ra-
iation impedance should be used �Miller and Pursey, 1954; Leb-
dev and Beresnev, 2005�. If the rigidity Kc�x� is ascribed a
pecific functional form �the rigidity profile�, a particular contact-
onlinearity model is introduced. All of the parameters entering
quations 1 except the contact rigidity are considered to be known
e.g., Table 1 for sandy soil�. Thus, the inverse problem discussed
elow is used to determine the contact-rigidity parameters only.

Rudenko and Vu �1994� propose modeling nonlinear contact ri-
idity by a set of springs of variable lengths, some being out of
ontact with the ground at a given deformation x �inset in Figure
�. This phenomenological model can describe a wide range of
onlinear contact behavior, including the Hertz point contact and a
ull contact �Johnson, 1985�. By introducing a distribution of
pring lengths �ground-roughness heights�, varying degrees of
onlinearity can be accounted for. If the contact is complete �infi-
itely stiff�, no deformation of the springs occurs and z2 = z3. This
educes equations 1 to the linear vibroseis model �Lerwill, 1981;
allas and Weber, 1982; Safar, 1984; Sallas, 1984�.
We will use two rigidity profiles. The first is the model of bi-
odular contact as considered by Lebedev and Beresnev �2004�. It

s depicted by the curves marked 1 in Figure 2 and is described as

able 1. Vibroseis parameters used in the calculations. The
aptured parameters of the ground are as given by Safar
1984) for sandy soil, the actuator constants are as provided
y Lerwill (1981).

Mr

�kg�
Mb

�kg�
Mg

�kg�
Ka

�N/m�
Kg

�N/m�
Da

�kg/s�
Dg

�kg/s�

6963 1924 1236 6.25 � 105 7.69 � 108 103 2.15 � 106

igure 2. A schematic of �a� the rigidity profiles and �b� restoring
orce at the contact region. The curves 1 and 2 describe the bimo-
ular rigidity and smooth rigidity given by equations 2 and 5, re-
pectively.
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Parameters of nonlinear ground contact H27
Kc�x� = �K1, x � 0,

K2, x � 0,
� �2�

here K1 � K2 and x � 0 corresponds to the compression under
he plate. If the two rigidities are equal, the contact is linear and no
istortions occur. Equation 2 corresponds to the microsprings of
wo lengths in Figure 1, meaning that, in the compression phase,
ll microsprings are active, while in the tension only the longer
nes are deformed. The restoring force is determined as an integral
f Kc over deformation x,

Fc�x� = − �
0

x

Kc�y�dy , �3�

r

Fc�x� = �− K1x , x � 0,

− K2x , x � 0.
� �4�

The second rigidity function is a smooth �hyperbolic-tangent�
rofile saturating at both large compression and tension. This cor-
esponds to the case when there are many microsprings of variable
ength and all of them are activated upon reaching a certain com-
ression value, while only one remains active beyond a certain ten-
ion. The corresponding functional form is

Kc�x� = K2 +
K1 − K2

2
�tanh� x

d
	 + 1
 , �5�

here d is the characteristic deformation scale �curve 2 in Figure
a�. The parameter d is a quantitative measure of nonlinearity in Kc

ontrolling the width of the transition zone in which the rigidity
hanges between the asymptotic values of K1 and K2; the cases of
→ � and d → 0 correspond to the linear �infinite width, constant

igidity� and bimodular �zero width, instant switch between rigidi-
ies� contacts, respectively. Physically, it can be viewed as a char-
cteristic length scale of microspring activation. Equation 5 thus
ncompasses equation 2 as a limiting case. The restoring force in
quation 5 is

Fc = − K2x −
K1 − K2

2
�d ln cosh� x

d
	 + x
 �6�

see Figure 2b�.
We remind the reader that in the model described by the set of

quations 1, the force applied to the ground is −Fg = Mgz̈3

Dgż3 + Kgz3, where Fg is the ground-reaction force. The ground-
eaction force can be calculated in a standard way �e.g., Sallas and

eber, 1982�:

Fg � Fc = Mr z̈1 + Mb z̈2. �7�

We have already pointed out that, apart from the nonlinear dis-
ortions in the contact area, there exist initial distortions in the hy-
raulic system. In the set of equations 1, the hydraulic source of
istortions can be accounted for by using a nonsinusoidal time his-
ory for the actuator force Fa. The standard vibroseis field measure-
ents involve the recordings from two accelerometers, one mount-
d on the reaction mass and one on the baseplate. It is therefore
ecessary to determine the input actuator force using only the data
rom these two reference sensors.

We see from equation 1a that

− Mr z̈1 − Da�ż1 − ż2� − Ka�z1 − z2� = Fa�t� . �8�

f the parameters entering equation 8 are known, the actuator force
an be determined using the reference-accelerometer recordings.
owever, since the first term in the left-hand side of this formula
rows as the square of the frequency, it will dominate the remain-
ng two terms in the seismic frequency band �practically, above the
eaction-mass resonance �1 = �Ka/Mr�. The actuator force then is

Fa�t� � − Mr z̈1, �9�

hich can be directly calculated from the readings of the reaction-
ass accelerometer. Because the reaction-mass resonance lies at

–3 Hz, equation 9 is satisfactory for the operating band of the vi-
roseis sources �10–100 Hz�. For illustration, numeric simulation
f the set of equations 1 for the lumped parameters specified in
able 1 and the contact rigidities found by the inversion show that

he amplitude of the actuator force Fa approximated by equation 9
oincides with that of the exact sinusoidal input actuator force
ithin approximately 1%, at the frequency of inversion of 48 Hz.

DATA DESCRIPTION

The results of vibroseis measurements that we use were obtained
n sandy soil on a vibrator with peak force of 3.6 � 105 N �80
lbf�. The experimental records comprise the reference-acceler-
meter readings on the reaction mass and the baseplate. The pa-
ameters of the vibroseis system used to solve equations 1 are
iven in Table 1. These parameters are needed to define the system
or the inversion completely; the parameters inverted for are only
hose of the nonlinear rigidity profiles, K1 and K2 for equation 2
nd K1, K2, and d for equation 5. The vibrator ran at 60% of peak
orce, which provided good linearity in the hydraulic system. The
ibrator swept from 10–90 Hz for a total duration of 19 s.

The ground-reaction force given by equation 7, which can be de-
ermined from the measurements, consists of two terms. At low
requencies, the first term Mr z̈1, describing the actuator force in
quation 10, prevails �Lerwill, 1981; Safar, 1984�. For example, on
andy soil the second term is below approximately 10% of the first
erm in equation 7 up to frequencies of about 30 Hz �Lebedev and
eresnev, 2005�. The nonlinear distortions in the ground force re-

ulting from the contact phenomena are therefore expected to be
asked by the hydraulic distortions. To reveal the distortions caus-

d by the contact, higher frequencies should be analyzed. Choosing
he starting time and the appropriate length of the time window

akes it possible to analyze nearly tonal vibroseis radiation. We
hose the window in the sweep that corresponds to the main tone
f approximately 48 Hz. The frequency limit of the recording sys-
em is 250 Hz; in this case, up to five harmonics of the main tone
an be incorporated into the analysis.

Figure 3 shows the measured harmonic content in the actuator
orce and the ground-reaction force determined according to equa-
ions 9 and 7, respectively. To select a window of the sweep corre-
ponding to the main tone of approximately 48 Hz, a 128-sample
egment of the sweep record was used �the full length of the record
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H28 Lebedev et al.
as 9500 samples with a sampling interval of 0.002 s�. To increase
he frequency resolution, the segment was padded with zeros to the
ength of 8192 samples. This explains the side lobes of the main
one and the harmonics seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3 shows that the ground force is clearly more distorted
han the actuator force. It is important to note, though, that nonlin-
ar system 1 may exhibit internal resonances at the frequencies that
re not known a priori; therefore, one cannot rule out the possibil-
ty that the larger ground-force distortion observed comes from the
mplification by the system’s internal transfer function. Although
he relative harmonic distortion between the ground force and the
ctuator force seen in Figure 3 provides qualitative guidance, rigor-
us analysis of equations 1 is necessary to separate the harmonics
esulting from the contact nonlinearity and use them in the inver-
ion for the nonlinear contact rigidity parameters.

From equation 9 and the data spectrum, we obtain the harmonics
f the distorted actuator signal:

Fa�t� = F0
n=1

3

an sin�n�t + �n� ,

a1 = 1,a2 = 0.0591,a3 = 0.0202,

�1 = 0,�2 = − 76.68°,�3 = 78.61°, �10�

here the amplitudes an are normalized by the peak force F0

2.2 � 105 N �60% of the maximum force of the 3.6 � 105 N
80 klbf� vibrator�. The harmonics higher than n = 3 in the actua-
or force were not observed in the original spectra �Figure 3�. Note
hat, in the model of bimodular nonlinearity given by equation 2,
he exact value of F0 does not affect the values of an because the
armonic distortion at the baseplate-ground contact in this model
oes not depend on the force amplitude �Lebedev and Beresnev,
004�. This is not true for equation 5, in which F0 will affect the
armonic amplitudes.

INVERSE PROBLEM SOLUTION

The distorted actuator force determined by equation 10 is substi-
uted into equations 1, and the equations are solved numerically us-

igure 3. Comparison of harmonic content in the ground-force Fc

nd actuator-force Fa signals. The main tone is approximately
8 Hz. The ordinate values were chosen to equal unity at the actua-
or main tone.
ng the Runge-Kutta scheme, as explained by Lebedev and Be-
esnev �2004�. Then we use the parameters of the vibroseis system
s in Table 1 for the respective model of the restoring force in
quations 4 or 6 to find the model predictions of zj for j = 1,2,3
nd their time derivatives. The experimental data are the reference-
ccelerometer readings, and the ground force is defined by equa-
ion 7.

The nonlinear rigidity of the contact leads to the generation of
igher harmonics in the ground force. We can therefore compare
he experimentally measured levels with the predicted relative har-

onic levels in the ground force calculated using equation 7. Then,
sing the realistic actuator force determined by equation 10, we
an adjust model parameters until the best fit is achieved. Fitting is
onducted in the sense defined by the search algorithm, as a global
inimum of the objective function, defined as the sum of the

quared differences between the observed and the model-predicted
elative harmonic levels �Appendix A�. The relative harmonic lev-
ls are calculated by normalizing their spectral amplitudes by the
otal harmonic spectral power �the sum of their squared ampli-
udes�. The details of the inversion algorithm are provided in Ap-
endix A.

SYNTHETIC TEST

We start with a synthetic numeric example to investigate the
niqueness of the solution of the inverse problem. The uniqueness
eans that the objective function A-1 �see Appendix A� has only

ne global minimum corresponding to a unique value of the pa-
ameter vector p. The bimodular contact model �equation 2� is used
ith the parameter vector p = �K1,K2�.
Using equations 1 and 4, we calculate the synthetic harmonic

istortion in the ground force for a given pair of contact rigidities,

1
true = 1010 N/m and K2

true = 109 N/m, for the realistically recorded
ctuator force determined by equation 10. The normalized syn-
hetic harmonic amplitudes are stored as experimental data ln in the
bjective function A-1. The number of harmonics used is four, cor-
esponding to their number, including the fundamental, seen in the
easured ground force �Figure 3�. We next perform a grid-search

nversion of the synthetic data to find K1 and K2 that minimize the
bjective function, over the square grid in K1 and K2, each chang-
ng from 108 to 2 � 1010 N/m, with a uniform 10% increment �a
actor of 1.1� in the rigidity logarithm �56 points on each side of the
rid�. We finally check if the result of the inversion �the values of
1 and K2 that minimize the objective function� converges to the
nown K1

true and K2
true. The computer time for a topography plot of

he objective function described is about 3 hours on a Pentium IV
omputer with a 2-GHz processor. The direct grid search is thus
omputationally demanding.

Figure 4 shows the topography of the objective function ��K1,
2� over the search grid. By definition, the rigidity in compression

s always greater than or equal to that in tension; the region K2

K1 is therefore arbitrarily set to a plateau. The point on the grid
orresponding to ptrue = �K1

true,K2
true� �the known true solution� is

hown as the green dot.
The region of the minimum in the relief appears as a narrow val-

ey; the global minimum of ��K1,K2� within the search grid should
herefore be expected within this valley. To investigate the latter’s
ne structure, we calculated the objective function with a smaller
% increment in Kj over the respective area. The enlarged view of
his smaller area is shown in Figure 5a, where we find a more com-
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Parameters of nonlinear ground contact H29
lex topography with one additional local minimum away from the
rue solution. The presence of such a minimum implies that the
radient-minimization method described in Appendix A may pro-
ide false values of Kj if an inappropriate initial approximation is
hosen. This possibility is illustrated in Figure 5a by the red and
yan arrows indicating the descent areas for the global �red� and lo-
al �cyan� minima. The numbers show the different initial approxi-
ations made: K1

�1� = 8 � 109, 3 � 109, 3 � 109, 4 � 109, 2.5
109 N/m and K2

�1� = 1.15 � 109, 8 � 108, 7 � 108, 1.1 � 109,
� 108 N/m for cases 1–5, respectively. The K1

�1�-K2
�1� pairs were

hosen not to be close to the global minimum. Points 1 and 4 lie far
rom the saddle separating the global and the local minima, for
hich we can expect a rather quick convergence. Points 2 and 3 are

lose to the saddle; a slightly slower convergence results. Point 5 is
ocated in the attraction area of the local minimum, illustrating the
ossibility of obtaining a false solution. This suggests the necessity
f a preliminary investigation of the global minimum during the
rid search.

Figure 5b reproduces the relief near the global minimum for the
ase when the hydraulic system is linear and provides no distortion
n the actuator force. The local minimum disappears, while the
tructure of the global minimum remains virtually unchanged. The
ocal minimum in Figure 5a is consequently the result of the inter-
erence of the primary harmonics with those occurring in the soil-
aseplate system. This effect has a clear explanation. The interfer-
nce occurs in such a way that the observed distortion in the
round force can be reproduced by different combinations of the
ontact rigidities, in addition to the true solution.

The shape of the valley in Figures 4 and 5 outlines the region of
ncertainty in determining the rigidities Kj. The shape is elongated
long K1 and narrow along K2, implying that we can expect a
reater ambiguity in determining the compression rigidity K1 than
he tension rigidity K2. Mathematically, this shape is controlled by
he values of the derivative �Ln�p�m��/�pk in equation A-3, such that
he derivative is small along K1 and large along K2. Thus, a quanti-
ative criterion is introduced for the standard deviation 	pk, ex-
ressed in equation A-5, of each estimated parameter pk. The un-
ertainty 	pk of the inversion is the same if an appropriate initial

igure 4. Topography of the objective function A-1 �sum of the
quared differences between observed and model-predicted rela-
ive harmonic levels� over the grid of rigidities. Logarithms are
ase 10.
pproximation is used �cases 1–4 in Figure 5�: K1 = �1 ± 1.6
10−5� � 1010 N/m and K2 = �1 ± 7 � 10−6� � 109 N/m. Evi-

ently, the errors are small enough to be neglected; in the absence
f noise, they are chiefly caused by the numeric errors intro-
uced when calculating the derivatives. In the case of a descent
nto the local minimum �case 5 in Figure 5�, the uncertainty is

uch greater, K1 = �1.7 ± 0.1� � 109 N/m and K2 = �7.5 ± 0.2�
108 N/m, which can be considered an indication of solution fail-

re.
The results presented in Figures 4 and 5 were derived from the

ynthetic data without noise. Note that even if the theoretical
odel is a good approximation of the measurements, the presence

f noise may blur the appearance of the global minimum. Our nu-
eric experiments showed that the noise level should be compa-

able to the amplitudes of the second and third harmonics to sig-
ificantly degrade the identification of the global minimum. When
he recordings are made on the baseplate with high S/N as in Fig-
re 3, such large noise levels typically do not occur.

We conclude that the combination of a thorough grid search and
he local gradient search to minimize objective function A-1 pro-
ides, at least in the test case considered, the global minimum that
onverges to the true solution.

igure 5. Fine structure of the objective function A-1 near the glo-
al minimum. See text for notations. �a� Nonlinear actuator force
etermined from equation 10. �b� Linear actuator force �tonal exci-
ation�.
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H30 Lebedev et al.
VIBROSEIS DATA INVERSION

Figure 6 shows the topography of the objective function ob-
ained using equation 2 and real experimental data. The limiting
alues of the rigidities in the search grid correspond to the case of a
ell-prepared contact �Lebedev and Beresnev, 2004�. We see that

he function has a global minimum within this grid at approxi-
ately K1 = 109 N/m and K2 = 7 � 108 N/m. Many local minima

re also seen; their alignment along the diagonal line on the map
ndicates the contact system in the experiment was close to being
inear; however, the model of bilinear contact �the global mini-
um� still provided a better fit to the data.
The refined search by the gradient method, started from K1

109 N/m and K2 = 7 � 108 N/m, close to the minimum found
y the grid search, gave solutions after four iterations of K1

�1.09 ± 0.14� � 109 N/m and K2 = �6.64 ± 0.49� � 108 N/m.
he accuracy of the parameter estimation is thus 7%–13%. To be
ure that the global minimum was found in the grid, we carried out
n additional gradient search for several other initial pairs, K1

2.5 � 109, 1.6 � 109, 0.9 � 109, 0.7 � 109 and K2 = 1 � 109,
.5 � 109, 0.7 � 109, 0.4 � 109 N/m, respectively �shown as the
lue dots with arrows in Figure 6�. With a slight difference in the
equired number of iterations, the final values of the rigidities were
ound to be the same.

Figure 7 shows the measured relative harmonic levels and those
alculated for the parameters found �black solid line�. The error in
he measured values was estimated from the noise in the spectra of
xperimental records. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the spectra
evel above approximately 200 Hz are at a constant level of about
.02, the amplitude of the fundamental. This level, normalized by
he total harmonic spectral power, is indicated by the empty circle
n Figure 7. It quantifies the uncertainty in the determination of
armonic amplitudes and constitutes the length of the error bars for
he measured values. We see that the model of bimodular rigidity
rovides a satisfactory, but not perfect, fit to the data.

As pointed out by Lebedev and Beresnev �2004�, the bimodular-
igidity model is an approximation that does not account for a pos-
ible dependence of harmonic distortion on the amplitude of the
ctuator force. This dependence could be incorporated by utilizing
mooth, nonlinear functions of rigidity versus strain. The hyper-

igure 6. Topography of the objective function A-1 obtained with
xperimental data. See text for notations.
olic-tangent profile �equation 5� is such a generalization. It would
e instructive to see if this generalized rigidity could better fit the
ibroseis data. Strictly speaking, a thorough evaluation of equation
would involve experimental data obtained at various amplitudes

f the actuator force. One then could invert for a set of parameters
K1,K2,d� for each actuator-force value. If equation 5 were valid,
ll sets of parameters would be the same within the respective error
ounds.

We do not possess experimental data for various levels of the ap-
lied force, having the data for the actuator force of F0 � 2.2

105 N. We therefore can only find one set of parameters �K1,
2,d�; however, we still could verify if they fit the experimental
ata better than the bimodular parameters. The inversion param-
ters that we determined for the hyperbolic model are K1

�1.45 ± 0.04� � 109 N/m, K2 = �5.52 ± 0.05� � 108 N/m, and
= �2.76 ± 0.03� � 10−4 m. The calculated relative harmonic

evels for the hyperbolic model are shown in Figure 7 by the gray
ine. We infer that the rigidity values for equations 5 and 2 are
imilar and that the value of d is small enough for the contact to be
onsidered close to bimodular. The latter can be seen directly by
alculating the extreme values of �z2 − z3�/d, which span both as-
mptotic rigidity levels in equation 5.

We do see, however, that the hyperbolic rigidity profile provides
better fit to the observed harmonic levels �Figure 7, black and

ray lines� and estimates the rigidity parameters more precisely.
lso, the objective-function minimum is two orders of magnitude
igher for the bimodular ��0 = 8.7 � 10−4� than for the hyperbolic
�0 = 6.7 � 10−6� model. We conclude that the bimodular contact
enerally provides a good approximation of the contact rigidity
nd can adequately capture the harmonic distortion in vibroseis
ignals. However, this example also shows that smooth nonlinear-
igidity profiles, such as the hyperbolic law, may prove more ad-
antageous in explaining the data, which could further be verified
y considering measurements at various force levels. On the other
and, the better fit for the case of equation 5 could simply be be-
ause of the larger number of parameters in the inversion while
eeping the same number of experimentally observed harmonics of
our only �including the main tone�. Therefore, expanded experi-
ents are required to distinguish the true benefit of equation 5.

SOUNDNESS OF OBTAINED VALUES
For sandy soil beneath the baseplate, the macroscopic rigidities
ost probably result from the microscopic rigidities of Hertz-point

igure 7. The relative level of harmonics. The experimental data
re shown by circles and the results of inversion are solid lines.
he empty circle corresponds to the spectral-noise level.
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Parameters of nonlinear ground contact H31
ontacts of individual grains. In a packed-sphere rock model, the
ontact rigidity Kc between grains is related to the bulk modulus K
f the medium as K = Kc/D, where D is the grain diameter �Sheriff
nd Geldart, 1995�. Assuming a typical bulk modulus of 109 Pa
2 � 109 Pa is the bulk modulus of water� and a sand-grain diam-
ter of 10−3 m, we estimate the grain contact rigidity as 106 N/m.
s it should be, it is much smaller than the estimated cumulative
acroscopic rigidities under the plate, since they are controlled by

he rigidities of multiple grains.
The relative displacement x of individual particles in response to

force F scales, independently of their shapes, as F2/3 �Landau et
l., 1986�. The definition of the contact rigidity then leads to the
caling of Kc � F1/3. The force acting on the contact area consists
f the static hold-down force and the dynamic ground force Fc. The
old-down force has the order of magnitude of the maximum de-
ign force of the vibrator 3.6 � 105 N, and the ground force is on
he order of the observed peak actuator force �2.2 � 105 N� �e.g.,
ee values of �Fg/Fa� calculated theoretically by Lebedev and Be-
esnev �2004��. The total force F that acts on the contact area in the
xperiment thus oscillates between approximately 1.4 � 105 and
.8 � 105 N, corresponding to the compression and tension phas-
s, respectively. The rigidities corresponding to these two force
evels �deformation phases� should thus be approximately related
s �3 5.8/1.4 � 1.6.

We have found K1 = �1.09 ± 0.14� � 109 N/m for the compres-
ion phase and K2 = �6.64 ± 0.49� � 108 N/m for the tension
hase. Their ratio is thus estimated to be approximately between
.3 and 2.0 with a mean value of 1.6, which conforms well to the
alue expected from the applied-force estimates.

Finally, the parameter d of the hyperbolic-tangent profile given
y equation 5 is the characteristic length of the microspring activa-
ion. At deformations x = ± 2d, function 5 reaches the asymptotic
alues of K1,2 within the accuracy of 2%. The length scale of 4d
4 � 0.28 � 1.1 mm thus describes the full swing in the contact-

igidity variation. This value should be and is compatible with the
haracteristic length scale of internal heterogeneity of the soil �the
ize of sand particles�.

The values of the rigidities found are thus in reasonable agree-
ent with the consequences of contact mechanics. More experi-
ents, especially at variable applied-force levels, will of course al-

ow us to establish the preference for a particular nonlinear con-
act-rigidity model and bracket the relevant parameters more pre-
isely.

SUMMARY

The analysis of experimental vibroseis data within the equiva-
ent model of the nonlinear source revealed the clear presence of
he harmonic distortion at the baseplate contact in addition to the
rimary distortions generated by the hydraulics. We solved an in-
erse problem for the determination of nonlinear contact-rigidity
arameters based on the observed and predicted harmonic levels.
he inversion produced contact rigidities for the bimodular model
nd the model in which they varied smoothly between two asymp-
otic values. We found compatible rigidity pairs for both models,
onsistent with the fact that the former is a limiting case of the lat-
er, although the model of smooth amplitude-dependent rigidity

ay fit the harmonic levels better. To ascertain its preference for
he description of the observed harmonic distortion, harmonics at
ariable peak actuator-force values should be analyzed. The mag-
itudes of the rigidities are of the order expected from the relation-
hips of the contact mechanics. The analysis showed the adequacy
f the equivalent model �equations 1� for vibroseis data.
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APPENDIX A

AN ALGORITHM FOR SOLVING THE
INVERSE PROBLEM

Let us denote Ln�p� as the relative level of an nth harmonic pre-
icted by the model for a particular vector of model parameters p
ontaining M values in question �e.g., K1,2 and d in equation 5, that
s, M = 3�, where Ln is a nonlinear operator. Also let ln be the ob-
erved level of the harmonic. The solution of the inverse problem
n an optimal �least-squares� sense in the presence of Gaussian
oise is one that minimizes the residual �objective function� �
Hudson, 1964�:

� = 
n=1

N

wn�Ln�p� − ln�2, �A-1�

here N is the total number of the harmonics and wn is the data
eight. The simplest approach to the solution of the inverse prob-

em would then be a search through the entire space of plausible
arameters for the set that minimizes the residual. This grid-search
rocedure normally requires a high volume of calculations and, in
ur case, can be used with coarse increments in the parameter val-
es to investigate the structure of the objective function and find its
ossible minima. To find the exact values of the best-fitting param-
ters, the search in the vicinity of the global minimum should be
efined using a more efficient algorithm such as the gradient
earch.

The minimization of equation A-1 is equivalent to the solution
f an overdetermined set of algebraic equations �Bard, 1974�,

Ln�p� = ln, n = 1,2, . . . ,N . �A-2�

he nonlinear minimization problem A-2 can be solved by stan-
ard iterative Newton-type gradient methods of �e.g., Korn and
orn, 1968�. The method starts with an initial approximation for

he components pk
�1� of the parameter vector p, which can be ob-

ained by the grid search, where the subscript k is the parameter
umber �k = 1, . . . ,M� and the superscript is the iteration number.
he residual A-1 for p�1� is calculated. The next ��m + 1�th� ap-
roximation pk

�m+1� is defined according to the Newton scheme by
xpanding the functions Ln�p� in equation A-2 into the Taylor se-
ies around pk

�m� and retaining the linear term,

Ln�p�m+1�� = Ln�p�m�� + 
k=1

M

pk�Ln�p�m��

�pk
. �A-3�

he right-hand side of equation A-3 is substituted into equations
-2, yielding
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Ln�p�m�� + 
k=1

M

pk�Ln�p�m��

�pk
= ln, �A-4�

hich is solved for 
pk. The next approximation is pk
�m+1� = pk

�m�


pk. The residual for pk
�m+1� is calculated, and the process is con-

inued until a minimum residual level �0 is reached.
Since system A-4 is overdetermined �the number of unknown

arameters pk is generally smaller than the number of fitted har-
onics N�, its solution is obtained in an optimal sense through the

tandard least-squares matrix inversion �e.g., Hatton et al., 1986�.
When the global minimum of function A-1 is achieved, the stan-

ard deviations 	pk in the parameters pk can be determined as
Bard, 1974�

	pk = � �0

n=1

N
wn��Ln�p�m��/�pk�2

, �A-5�

here the derivatives are obtained from the last iteration. For sim-
licity, the data weights wn are set to unity. This means the reliabil-
ty of harmonic amplitudes is the same for each harmonic �Hudson,
964�.

Note that the combination of the grid-search/gradient-search al-
orithms used in this study is well representative of known mini-
ization approaches. For example, the so-called genetic or

imulated-annealing algorithms are still variations of a grid search.
hese methods are used when the number of unknown parameters

s relatively large and a more structured approach to random search
s required. Such an approach is typically implemented by setting
rescribed, often heuristic criteria for choosing the optimum search
irection. They are just as vulnerable to falling to local minima
e.g., Liu et al., 1995�. The approach taken is adequate to our prob-
em, where the number of unknown parameters is two or three.
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